


“In the beginning, there was the Fairy Tale. 
And so it shall always be”

                               Paul Valéry
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The Magic 
              Mirror… 



…offers you entrance to
an enchanted world,  
a world sparkling with 
reflections of glittering, 
glorious light.  
Luxury and beauty merge 
into a gorgeous spectacle 
that will dazzle forever. 
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Your home becomes the stage of an opera 
where a magical fairy tale unfolds each day. 
Composing an enchanting, sensuous dance  
of tables, mirrors and sofas, crafted  
in lime wood, magnificently carved and 
decked in pure gold leaf. Experience  
this exclusive collection that will make  
your everyday life a dream.
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Table art. spl-14roz
Sizes: ø 180 x 78 cm
Material of base: solid lime wood
Processing: hand-made carving
Finish: 24-Carat Fine Gold with agate-stone polishing
Material of top: Marbles Yellow Siena,  
Onix Pakistan, Black Marquinia, Emperador
Processing: water-jet inlay
Style: Empire
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Mirror art. man-29oz
Sizes: 220 x 250 x 14 cm
Material: solid lime wood
Processing: hand-made carving
Finish: 24-Carat Fine Gold with agate-stone polishing
Style: Baroque
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Dormeause art. vic-06oz
Sizes: 240 x 90 x 86 cm
Material: solid lime wood
Processing: hand-made carving
Finish: 24-Carat Fine Gold with agate-stone polishing
Fabric: satin
Style: Victorian
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Small table art. vic-47
Sizes: ø 71 x 70 cm
Material: brass
Processing: sand casting
Finish: galvanic bath in 24-Carat Fine Gold 
Style: Louis XVI
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Mirror art. vic-12oz
Sizes: 118 x 147 cm
Material: solid lime wood
Processing: hand-made carving
Finish: 24-Carat Fine Gold with agate-stone polishing
Style: Renaissance
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Beauty as pure as 24-karat gold. 
Gold, the perfect element. Withstanding  
the test of time, it is molded into infinite forms, 
shaped by masterly hands with the techniques  
of enduring tradition. Polished with agate 
stone to heighten the effect of the stunning 
floral decorations.
A magical fusion of all sensations. 
See, touch, feel the luxury between your fingers...
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Oropuro is born of Italy’s most illustrious 
decorative tradition. As one leading  
Italian art critic says: it’s an enchanting 
fusion of historical style and contemporary 
creative flair.
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